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he 1003 FPA World
Championships took
place over the weekend

of .-\ugttst 25-27 in
Jacksonville.Florida. Although
Tropical Storm ‘Jerry moved
the tournament indoors, the
tradition of quality play at the
Worlds continued.

In one ol the best played
FPA Pairs finals in recent

history, a surprise team won

the crown. The team of Brian
McElwain and Gary Auerhach
from Toronto. Canada became
the first non-U.S. team ever to

win an FPA title. Their creative.
innovative rotttine featured a

well—rehearsed. dynamic

presentation that used two

discs throughout. Friz (Bob
Coleman) and the Chilltnan
(Dave Schiller) had a solid
rotttine packed with technical
difficulty to take second place.
Third went to Randy Silvey
and Doug “Fresh” Simon with
a nearly flawless routine.
Randy was pulling out moves

from the ozone layer. Fourth
went to Rodney Sanchez and
Tom Leitner. This routine
featured nonstop shred action
from start to end, as they
attempted to recreate the feel
of “Raiders of the Lost Ark".

Mixed Pairs looked like a

dog fight waiting to happen as

Rick Sader and judy Robbins
turned in an outstanding
routine to put the pressure on

Dave Schiller and Amy Bekken.
Amy and Dave responded with
one of the great mixed routines
of the 90’s and took the prize.

Women’s Pairs couldn’t have
been closer. The defending
champs, Lisa Hunrichs and
Mary Jorgensen, put the
pressure on the top seeded
team of Amy Bekken and
Stacy McCarthy with a strong
routine. Stacy and Amy played
very well and the outcome was

left to the judges. In the end,
the nod went to Stacy and
Amy by an eyelash.
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The Co-op event was wide
open as no one really crushed
their routine. Friz, Erwin
Velasquez and Ted Oberhaus
won by playing solid and
hitting some truly heinous
moves. Second place went to

the well—choreographed
routine of Dave Schiller, Joel
Rogers and Rodney Sanchez.

Lawrence Frederick and the
First Coast Flying Disc Team
deserve recognition fora great
job in running a high-quality
event. The tournament ran

smoothlyand the players were

treated very well. Lets do it
again in Jacksonvillesometime!
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ttmeriean Iluo win freeslttle
at the swetlise linen
LINKOPING.SWEDEN Chuck Richards of Chicago and Rick Sader
of San Diego were the first Americans to win the Open pairs
freestyle at the Swedisc Open. The dynamic duo eotnpeted
against Europes best. Fmin let:
to right: Stefan Kttrlstroni, Sweden.
HLll'll7ll.lI \\-’ulirmunn, Gt'rimiiiv, Stine
\\'en:cl, Noi'mt_v, Sttjlun K¢ii'lsxt'iii tllitf
joulcini r'\l‘\‘t’.\'f2(ll; Sivetlcii. .~\mci'ituns
Cliuclt Riclutnls and Riel: Srulci; and
jun Eltimtn

.
Simlcii.
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1995 and 1996 are pivotal
years for our sport. This year
we organized a well-promoted
and extremely well-played
world championships with
television coverage. Next year
we expect the Central Park site
for worlds to provide us with
unprecedented opportunities
to expose our sport to legions
of new players and fans.

Are we ready for this transi-
tion? In a lot of ways, we

aren‘t. Though there are a core

group of individuals putting
together the events that lead
our sport forward, more players
need to contribute beyond
jamming. Don’t be intimidated
and thinkthe burden of build-
ing the sport is on you. But, to

be honest, it is. Each player
has the potential to contribute
great things that collectively
keep the sport healthy and
drive it to the next level.

While media exposure will
do a lot, the trick to finding
the next generation of players
is in the follow-up. Who cares

how many teenagers are

turned on to our one hour
national broadcast of the
JacksonvilleWorlds if there is
no one available to teach them
to play? Because of how well
everyone in Jacksonville

played, this broadcast will be
one of the best showcases our

sport has had. Lets in-.il<e sure

it makes a difference.
Here is a list of simple things

every player can do on a daily
basis to help spread the jam.

1. Keep presenting the
sport as a fun and inexpensive
athleticalternative. And a life-
long activity too. Try to Lise

“flyingdisc" or “disc sports"
to describe the sport instead
of “Frisbee." Even though
more people know what
Frisbee is, they thinkof it as a

toy, and we are a sport as

challenging as any other. Lets
not sell ourselves short.

2. You say we lack enough
women players? \/Vhat about
the thousands of gymnastics
dropouts all over the world?
Get them into our sport now,
whatever it takes.

3. Keep jamming for fun.
We need to develop the recre-

ational side of our sport so the
pros have an audience. Freestyle
is at heart the game of catch,
which means tens of millions
of Americans already play our

sport. Theyjust don’t know it,
and they don‘t know all the
fun new tricks they can do.

4. Help with the Worldjr.
Frisbee disc Contest. This can

mean visiting a school one day
and doing a (free) demo for
some classes or helping with
their skills contest. Or maybe
its taking a player under your
wing to help them get to the
world championships. Or
maybe itsjust inviting some

schoolkids to play. This Mattel
Sports program gets the sport
into schools at no cost to the
teacher. Tell a teacher about it.
Have them call (310) 252-4762.

5. Keep your FPA member-
ship up and get others to join.
Without membership money,
we have no budget for
educational and promotional
programs.

6. Have a monthly. Match
pros up with amateurs. Report
the results to the FPA and get
your friends on the world
rankings!

7. Write articles for the FPA
Forum so it becomes a more

interesting and varied
publication. Contribute to the
freestyle webpages and turn

people on to them.
‘The list goes on. Think

about it. We don‘t have to go
far out of our way to make a

difference. If every freestyler
makes a small effort, the
cumulative effect could be
miraculous.
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nybody wanna get specialty and experience the high. If you play your spe- the only way you can throw a disc straight isAhigh? (For those of you cialty twice as much as you do now, you will more than with a side-arrn mac with big zzz's, you‘re
who know me, I’m double the high, because, in addition to spending more missing a lot of fun that the other events can

sure you never imagined me time playing, you'll also become a better player. provide. Again, you may just need some

saying that!) Well, I love to get This approach isn't bad! Afterall, who among us doesn’t pointers and practice.
high. (keep reading. ..please!) want to play more, improve our performance, and\finish Imagine running across an open field, chas-
I got high with Judy Robbins at the top of the heap in competitions? ing down a big, floating I2-second MTA and
at Virginia States last April. I The possible downside, however, is increased risk of catching it inches above the grass right in front
got high with Poodle Boy at experiencing burnout in that event. You know, too much of three happening, obviously-impressed girls
OCTAD on Memorial Day of a good thing. who all gush, “Wow, thatwas cooool.” How do
weekend. Sometimes I get high Here’s the point I wanted to make in this article: you think that feels?!! You jog up to the dis-
at lunch time in San Diego all OPEN YOURSELF UP TO OTHER DISC EVENTS In tance line and pop a big, arching, anhyzer
by myself. I’m talking about addition to what are probably the three most popular Viper shot downwind. You watch as it pene-
something akin to the runners disc sports based on number of regular participants trates, then sails, flattens out, and finally set-

high experienced by long distance (golf, ultimate, and freestyle),there is also SCF (made up tles back in and touches down 450 feet
runners. Subsequent to reaching of its two components MTA and TRC), DDC, accuracy, away. How do you think that feels? Now
the point of total exhaustion, or distance, and discathon. There are quite a few state- think about how it would feel to do all
‘hitting the wall,’ runners and other level overall tournaments held around the country that in a tournament in front of your
endurance athletes will sometimes that offer 3-6 of these events in addition to a couple of friends and fellow disc players and
experience a euphoric state brought week-long tournaments that contest all seven events finish 2nd or 3rd in all five events and
on by the l)ody’s release of endorphins. and crown an overall champion. win the overall? The point is,
You suddenly feel strong, light, quick, Here’s your take-home message from all of this: lfyou succeeding at a numberofevents and
content, confident,... invulnerable. could become proficient in 3-5 events instead of just being rewarded for it with that

The feeling I've experienced that I want I-2, you could quadruple (or more) your overall disc feeling is a real rush.
to describe to you is similar. It comes from experience with only a marginal increase in the time you So here's my challenge to you.
reaching a certain level of performance in spend playing. Of course, like I said earlier, it takes time, Don’t be content to just jam or

multiple disc sports. I thinkwe can all agree energy, and dedication. It's analogous to starting a fitness just golf. Worse yet, don't be con-

that we want more of that feeling. Right? I program. You want to improve your fitness level so you tent to jam like a golfer and golf
know I want more... a lot more. But how? exercise more and eat less junk food, but for the first 3-5 like ajammer. Pick up the other
Two ways. l‘\'e tried them both and they both weeks you actually feel worse! However, as you adapt to events, practice, and get your
work. Both take time, energy, and dedication. your new routine, your level of fitness improves and you butt to an overall tournament
Both will make you a better player, no matter start to feel better and better. so you can golf like a golfer,
what disc eventts) you play. BL1t one has the Need more convincing? Consider this. Ifthe only event jam like a jammer, MTA like
potential for minimizing the downside, for you play is golf, you’ve already got a lot of the throwing an MTAer...
experiencing higher gains, and broadening skills necessary for accuracy,distance, MTA, TRC, DDC,
your total disc experience. Ready? They are: etc. All you need are two things: first, some specific tech- Rick Sadcr is a chemical engi-
PLAYYOUREVENT MORE OFTEN Obviously, nical information from a player experienced in those neer employed by Hewlett-
the more you play the more frequently you events on how to use all those light, wimpy discs; and Packard. He and his wife, Vicky,
give yourselfthechance to really wail at your second, some practice. If you're specialty is freestyle and live in San Diego, CA.
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BODYROLLS
In a bodyroll, the spinning

disc is guided by one hand,
rolls across thatarm, across

the chest, down the other arm

and is caught. The disc, how-
ever, should roll smoothlyand
not bounce along your body. 

You can begin the roll with
a nail delay. While facing the
wind, tilt the disc about 15°
to 30° towards you by sliding
your nail towards the rim,
pushing upward slightly. Set
the disc out and off your

 

finger and let it touch the open
palm of the same hand. Turn
your shoulders forward and sink
your chest back to make as

smooth a curve as you can.

Step into the disc and guide it
with your arms.

The direction of the roll
depends on the direction of the
spin. For clockwise spin, the
disc starts out in your left hand
and ends up in your right.
Counter—clockwise spin will
travel right to left.
AIRBRUSHING

While facing the wind, set
the disc a foot or two in front
of you with the leading edge of
the disc up in the air at about a

45° angle. The stronger the
wind, the flatter the angle, and
with little or no wind the disc
should be at a steeper angle.

Strike the disc with a side-

 
 
  
 

One mvtjfjcr (1716! or, me rrwutjo rliere rr lie
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Jam rcene U1. NYC /tar every:-My except «me cruel/il, all uwporranr
uyrerllent, WOMAN. r never fowml mar why.

ways motion of the arm along
the bottom rim in the direction
of the rotation of the disc.
Contact the disc with a slightly
cupped hand, the main contact
area being the middle of the
fingers. Step towards the disc
and follow through. With prac-
tice you can learn the correct
mix of forward motion and
sideways brushing motion. The
footwork is similar to the foot-
work in tennis when hitting a

forehand.

LITTLE OR
NO WIND
jo

STEEPER
ANGLE

 
STRONG

WIND
\

mu} KFLATTER \
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The Wind Game, Part I: Airbrushing and Bodyrolls by Larry Imperiale

LARRY'S TOP 10 TIPS
1. Play by yourself often.

Practice rolls and brushes in an

area where you have room to
run and hopefully with some

nice wind.
2. Face the wind. Know where

you are in relation to the wind
at all times. Learn to feel it like
a sailor.

3. Step into and follow-
through on all brushes and rolls.

4. When you're indoors, com-

pensate for no wind by running
faster to make your own wind,
and by setting rolls and brushes
steeper. Watch videos of
Jacksonville.

5. As Skippy says, remember
that the object of a roll is not
to get it from one hand to the
other (bounce, bounce), but to
roll it along the body as if it's
on Velcro, pulling it along your
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arms by moving your body in the
opposite direction of the roll.

6. Step into the disc when
brushing, so if it goes too far
you can get to it, always being
ready for the missed hit. Be on

your toes and ready to sprint.
7. The force of the brush

should be inversely proportional
to the Z5 on the disc. If the
disc comes to you with a slight
angle and high Z's —just meet
it with your hand or body part.
It's riskier to swing at it or

brush it hard when there's a lot
of 2's. On the other hand, hit it
harder if it has low Z5.

8. Play the spontaneous wind
game with your friends, but
also learn when to give space
to your partner for individual
moves. Go on ”brushing runs"
with your partners. Be like
Magic Johnson and make the 

players around you better. Set
up your partners with good,
easy brush/roll sets and watch
great, difficult things happen
thatyou won't rememberafter
you do them....Thisis a good
sign. Communicate frequently
before and after you jam to
enhance these opportunities.
Also talk during spontaneous
times (e.g. all—mine, all—yours,
coming, etc...).

9. Don't plan too much. The
best part of the wind game is
to take advantage of the hand
dealt to you. If you plan to do a

roll off of a set but it's there
for a kick or a scarecrow catch
instead, go for what's there.
Don't force it...go with the flow.

10. ADVANCED TIP
Climb the highest peak you

can find and do the roll/brush
solo jam (crampons optional).

C/tamfwru/u;Freejfyle twrnament Wbflt may amerwtier, awe
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firur of/‘tray Jfyle amt .rwlrtarwe,Jrace aml frue, all fmar (“grey tr
rle t/te tlert. T/tere war else. pot wiwr 1/irenlaiuy, uwlwr
J/treaivluy, and. rrurre mam r/treaialug.

Profeulanal filmferfle carry/tr’ all the fmalx am. to w/ule rurt
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cart amm carlle laml Jam C/teoL_yovtr ~
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Toll next time, at they Jay an
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Pictured below is the authorwind—jamming on the 20,340 ft.
summit of Imja Tse (Island Peak) near Mt. Everest in Nepal. This
has been reported he the highest—altitude chest-roll known to
man. But now thatthe Sherpa’s and their kids can jam, the record
may be short—lived.

Brenda Savage will be in India and Nepal this fall following—up
on the Spread-the—Jam high-altitude wind—game seminar series.
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 



New York Bill! to Host 1995
EPA world cllamnionsliills

ids for hosting the 1996 Worlds were handed in and
voted on during the FPA World Championships in
Jacksonville,Florida this summer. Competition Director

Dave Schiller conducted the member-onlysession before the
finals on Sunday morning. The players voted for Brad Keller
and his involvement with the New York Parks department. A
close second choice was Lori Daniels’ proposal for Honolulu,
Hawaii. Two unexpected bids were also announced, Lawrence
Frederick proposed to host the Worlds again in Jacksonville
and Jaimie Chantiles proposed a site in Denver, Colorado.

For more information on the 1996 World Championships,
contact Brad Keller at (212) 777-2297.

If you are interested in hosting the FPA Worlds in 1997,
please send in a brief proposal listing the prospective site,
time period, potential spectator turnout, and hosting club,
with an estimation of staffing size, potential sponsors and
media coverage, and any other information to the FPA
Competition Committee, P.O. Box 2612, Del Mar, CA 92014.

he recent surge ol websites on

the lnternet has exposed
thousands oil companies as well

as individuals to the on-line public.
Being that our goal is to expose the
sport of [lying disc. we would like
to introduce two new llying disc
websites. Roger Meier ol New
York and Tom Leitner ol
Calilornia have each created a

lreestyle homepage with photos, technical tips,
schedules/results and freestyle trivia.

Rogers home page —

hitp://www.interport.net/~rmeier/disc/disc.html
Tom's home page — http://www.lrisbeecom

The FPA encourages you to participate in keeping Roger and
Toms sites up-to—date with inlormation, photos and graphics.

One of the lirst on—line flyingdisc lolders was set up on America
On-line by Arthur Coddington last year. lt is a bulletin board lormat
where people can write about llying disc sports, ask questions

I995/96TOIIRNAHENT
SCHEDULE

NOVEMBER 11 8. 12, 1995
ArizonaStates
Phoenix, AZ
Contact: Judy Robbins (602) 433-7846

NOVEMBER 18 8. 19, 1995
World Beach Invitational
Ventura, CA
Contact: Chip Bell (805) 643-2359

JULY 24 — 28, 1996
U.$. Open
Ft. Collins, CO
Contact: Bill Wright (303) 484-6932

SEPTEMBER 6 - 8, ‘I996 (Tentative dates)
FPA World Championships
New York, NY
Contact: Brad Keller (212) 777-2297 
 
    

 
 

 Welcome
to theFreestyleFrisbeeHomepage

regarding disc inlormation or respond to com- 
ments and questions. The entries ha\'e mostly

been disc goll and Ultimztte-related, but once

in a while you can get lreestyle inlormation.

jumniers On The Net is a listing ol" US. and loreign disc players
e-mail addresses. Compiled by Tom Leitner. it lists players and
disc clubs by region and country. ll you would like to acquire the
list or be on the list, just drop Tom a line at: toml@lrisbee.com

Dont lorget, you can e—mail your articles and letters lor the
Forum to phl'.1ttd@'.tol.com.



|I|l|lI'0|IiIl9on FPA Svstems
and Tournament
Procedure  

istakes. Everyone makes them.
After all, we're only human, (at least some of the
freestylers I know). The trick is to learn from mistakes,

which is essential for improvement and progress. At the 1995
F.P.A. World Championships, I made some mistakes while
announcing time warnings for the Mixed Pairs Division. I would
like to apologize again to Lisa Hunrichs and Randy Silvey for my
error. I know how it happened and why it happened, therefore the
mistakels) can be prevented in the future. But can they really? I
know what to do next time to prevent mistakes, but I won't be
at every freestyle tournament to monitor time warnings. What's
missing is a system of operation, or what's known in several
industries as an SOP (Standard Operating Procedure).

One reason for my error in announcing time calls was that a
system was not in place. Some of you may be saying, "This isn't
brain surgery! Any idiot can do it. Who needs a system to do time
calls?" True, it's a simple task, but Murphy's Law states that any-
thingthat can happen, will happen. A system or written procedure
greatly reduces the chance for errors occurring, and procedures
don't have to be lengthy or wordy to be effective. The basic idea
is to have something in writing that can be used from tournament
to tournament, which will help the tournament run more smoothly.

This doesn't apply to just time warnings. Coordination among
the competitors, judges, announcer, timekeeper, and sound
engineer is important. It can make the difference between a
smooth—running, professional event or an awkward-looking mess.
A procedure of operation is needed for all of these activities so
that each component runs smoothly, and the combination of
activities results in a timely, exciting, well-run tournament. This is
the kind of professionalism many freestylers would like to see,
especially in a World Championships.

There's another component to running a professional-looking
event, and that's the staff. Most of the tournaments are staffed by
the players. Players move equipment, judge, announce, etc. I'm
willing to help out at tournaments, but I'm no professional
announcer or music engineer. It would be nice to reach the level
of staffing that's seen in ice skating, diving, and gymnastics. I've
never seen Nancy Kerrigan drive the Zamboni, or Kurt Thomas run
to help judge the high bar after landing a double back layout
dismount from the rings.

I believe professional staffing should occur once systems and
procedures are in place. Since this level of staffing will take longer
to achieve, there's plenty of time to write procedures and sys-
tems for running a professional tournament. It has taken several
years to create the freestyle judging system. Let's not take as
long to develop the procedures and systems of operation for
running tournaments.
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Coleman, Bob
Sanchez, Rodney
Coddington, Arthur
Lewis, Dave
Oberhaus,Ted
Imperiale, Larry
Leitner, Tom
Sample, Gina
Schiller, Dave
Wright, Bill
Silvey, Randy
Givens, Kevin
Rogers, Joel
Hanes, Steve
Yarnell, Dan
Ekman, Jan
Bell, Chip
Sader, Rick
Velasquez, Erwin
Willett, Jonathan
Simon, Doug
Richard, Chuck
Brodeur, Todd
Elliott, Allen
Dwork, John
Robbins, Judy
Gamboa, Diego
O'Brien, Jeffrey
Williams, Rick
Wahrmann, Hartmut
Karlstrém, Stefan
Scannell, Steve
Isola, Petri
Reid, Mikey
Chantiles, James
Emerson, Carl
Arveskar, Joakim
Schrank, Andy
Hays, Steve
Brandt, Harvey
Bowie, Peter
Flood, Allen
Connaway, Mike
Mitchell, Deaton
Matron, Patrick
Burris, Craig
Swanson, Dan
Karlsson, Stefan
Ruuhinen, Visa
McElwain, Brian

FPA YEAR-END
RANKINGS

  

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23T
23T
23T
26
27T
27T
27T
27T
27T
27T
33
34
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
35T
42T
42T

42T
42T
47T
47T
49T
49T
 

Bekken, Amy
Hunrichs, Lisa
Sample, Gina
Jorgenson, Mary
Robbins, Judy
rose, g
Savage, Brenda
Daniels, Lori
Porter, Bethany
Kruger, Cindy
Yabe, Carolyn
McCarthy, Stacy
Bodin, Ninna
Lindblad, Carina
Gray, Heather
Isberg, Linda
Carreiro, Mandy
Pardo, Renee
Gustavsson, Anna
Caldwell, Kim
Brockmar, Susanne
Adcock, Vanessa
Andersson, Mari
Rude, (Swedisc)
Steinbratan
Dushman, Wendy
Carlsson, Asa
Koivikko, (Swedisc)
Rose, Wendy
Scott-Waldren, Erin
Soner, (Swedisc)
Sweet, Leslie
Cameranesi, Jeannie
Verish, Beth
Archdale, Trudy
Garner, Betty
Jarvis, Christine
Johansson, Rhode
Kakimoto, Chieko
Kodani, Kyoko
Wiberg, Ulrika
Betty, Amy
Carla, (Indian Summer)
Cheshire, Carla
Moore, Donna
Severson, Diane
Ellis, Alison
Kreml, Anni
Olnils, (Swedisc)
Persson, (Swedisc)

 

 



lllllll STITE IEIIIIIPIIIIISIIIPS
June 24, 1995
Old Orchard Beach, ME

IIPEII
1stTRick Williams/ChuckRichards
1stTTOddy Brodeur/Chris DePaola
3rd Carl Emerson/Steve Scannell
4th Alan Caplin/Jerry Seidel

llllllllllllllllll’Sill’!
ISIIIMPIOIISIIIPS
July 22, 1995
Woodstock, CT

IIPEII
1st Toddy Brodeur/John Dwork
2nd Carl Emerson/Jeff O'Brien
3rd Rick Williams/SteveScannell
4th Petri lsola/Alan Caplin
5th Dave Bikerman/DaveJones
6th Kraig Steffen/Brian Traichel
7th T.P. Dyer/John Affonso, Jr.

Villlfllllll’S'lll'I'E IEIIIIIIPIIIIISIIIPS
August 12
North Calais. VT

IIPEII PIIIS
1st Toudy Broduer/John Dwork
2nd Steve Scannell/Rick Williams
3rd Alan Caplin/Petri lsola
4th Dan Desch/Scott Bolsover
5th Everett Evans/Tom Whiffen
6th Doug Russell/Brent Sanderson
7th Dave Johnson/Brian Traichel

SWEIIISIB 0l'Ell
July 31 - August 5. 1995
Linkiiping,Sweden

0l'Ell
1st Chuck Richard/Rick Sader
2nd Jan Ekman/Stefan Karlstrom
3rd HartmutWahrman/

Sune Wentzel
4th Joakim Arveskarl

Stefan Karlsson
5th Bjorn Ahlstrom/Mattias Nilsson
6th Roland Karlsson/Hans Svensson
7th Thomas Finborud/Carlos Rio
8th Niclas Bergehamn/Dieter

Johansson

Vllllllll
1st Ninna Boden/Carina Lindblad
2nd Steinbraten/Rude
3rd Koivikko/Soner
4th Linda lsberg/Rhode Johansson
5th Susanne Brokmar/Anna

Gustavsson
6th Olnils/Persson

FPI Wlllllll 0IlllMI'lIIllSllIl'S
August 25 — 27, 1995
Jacksonville,FL

IIPEII PIIIIS
1st Gary Auerbach/Brian McE|wain
2nd Bob Coleman/DaveSchiller
3rd Randy Silvey/Doug Simon
4th Tom Leitner/Rodney Sanchez
5th Arthur Coddington/Dave Lewis
6th Jan Ekman/TedOberhaus
7th Steve Hanes/Dan Yarnell
8th Larry lmperiale/Bill Wright
9th Chuck Richards/Rick Sader

HIEESTYIE PIIYEIIS ISSIIIBIITIIIII
PO. BOX 2612
DEL MAR, CA 92014-2612

WOMEN'S PIIIIS
1st Amy Bekken/StacyMcCarthy
2nd Lisa Hunrichs/Mary Jorgensen
3rd Cindy Kruger/Brenda Savage
4th Lori Daniels/GinaSample

llllillPIIIIS
1st Amy Bekken/DaveSchiller
2nd Judy Robbins/Rick Sader
3rd Lisa Hunrichs/Randy Silvey
4th Stacy McCarthy/Larry lmperiale
5th Mary Jorgensen/Bob Coleman
6th Brenda Savage/ Arthur

Coddington
7th g. rose/Dave Lewis
8th Gina Sample/Erwin Velaquez

G0-Ill’
1st Bob Colemen/TedOberhaus/

Erwin Velaquez
2nd Joel Rogers/Rodney Sanchezl

Dave Schiller
3rd Larry lmperiale/BillWright]

JonathanWillet
4th Arthur Coddington/Jan Ekmanl

Dave Lewis
5th Diego Gamboa/Steve Hanes/

Dan Yarnell
6th Allen Elliott/John Houck/

Gina Sample
7th Tom Leitner/Randy Si|vey/

Doug Simon
8th Chuck Richards/Judy Robbins/

Rick Sader

WISGIIIISIII STATES
September9-10, 1995
Sheboygen, WI

DPEII
1st Steve Jennings/DaveJewell
2nd Chuck Richard/Andy Scfirank
3rd Stephen Shurson/Paul Smith
4th Tom Lasher/Jay Moldenhauer
5th Craig Ewing/Brad Wendt
6th Andrew Lemannffim Mackey
7th Edwin Dissosway/ Rick

Schneider
8th Jon Drummond/Tim Gellerman

Wlllill
1st Terry Bogenhagen/ErinWaldron
2nd Lola Stachowicz/BarrettWhite

FlflllllllSIITES
Sept. 30 & Oct. 1
Orlando, FL

1st Bob Coleman/BillyEmerson
2nd Buddy Adams/TerryJohnson
3rd Debbie Emerson/Dan Berman
lath Greg Hosfeld/Craig Simon
5th David Bunnell/Lawrence

Frederick
6th Ken Climo/C.R. Willey
7th John Osgood/Craig Osgood

lllllfllllllllS‘lll‘I'ES
October 7 - 8
Sonoma , CA

1st Torn Leitner/Dave Lewis
2nd Kevin Givens/Steve Hubbardl

Carolyn Yabe
3rd Hal Erickson/SteveHays/

Scott Weaver
lith Mark Blakemore/John Kirk|and/

Greg Riley 

kdfuller
Rectangle


